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ABSTRACT 

The effects of Gaussian beam averaging with various apertures are 

derived for three-wave mixing in nonlinear two-level media. The model 

studies the phase transition from plane wave to pure Gaussian saturation. 

Applications to phase conjugation, beat frequency spectroscopy, and 

laser/optical bistability instability phenomena are considered. The 

Gaussian beams are seen to reduce or wash out dynamic Stark splittings 

observed for plane-wave saturation. For strong saturation, the sidemode 

gain/absorption coefficient vs detuning yields slightly larger gain for 

the homogeneously-broadened laser instability, but substantially 

curtailed gain for the corresponding absorptive optical-bistability 

instability. 

vi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Analyses of nonlinear interactions of light with matter are 

usually done using plane electromagnetic waves; that is, the field 

amplitudes are assumed not to vary in directions perpendicular to the 

direction of propagation. Unfortunately, actual lasers have transverse 

field variations, thereby causing effects that may vary considerably from 

the simpler, plane wave treatments (Boyd and Kleinmen, 1968; Fox, 1970; 

Maeda and Shimoda, 1976; Sargent, 1977). A striking example is the 

phenomenon of self-focussing. 

This paper considers the effects of Gaussian beam averaging on 

three-wave mixing relevant to phase conjugation (Avizonis et al., 1977; 

Yariv, 1978; Yariv, Fekete, and Pepper, 1979) and beat frequency 

spectroscopy (Sargent and Toschek, 1976a; Sargent, Toscheck, and 

Danielmeyer, 1976b). It is also relevant to single mode laser stability 

analysis (Hendow and Sargent, 1982). Three nearly collinear 

electromagnetic waves of uniform phase (for complex phase variations, 

see Hopf et al., 1979) and with truncated Gaussian transverse dependence 

propagate through a resonant two-level medium. Two of these waves, 

termed signal and conjugate, are assumed not to saturate the medium; 

that is, the induced polarization of the medium is taken to be linear in 

their amplitudes. The pump wave, however, can be arbitrarily intense 

(Abrams and Lind, 1978a; Abrams and Lind, 1978b) unlike the typical 
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treatments (Yariv and Pepper, 1977). The Gaussian variations of the 

three waves are taken to have the same width, no curvature, and are 

described by the beam geometry in Figure 1 below. Diffraction effects 

are not considered. The model includes provision for an aperture of 

radius a. The limit a->0 gives uniform saturation over the interacting 

region, and hence reproduces the plane wave result. The limit a+m gives 

the Gaussian-averaged result. 

APERTURE 

DETECTOR 

MEDIUM 

2w, '0 

Figure 1. Beam geometry. Gaussian beam propagates along the z axis 
perpendicular to the p plane. Beam has waist WQ, medium has length L, 
aperture has radius a. The Gaussian profile shown is for the field 
amplitude rather than the intensity. 

J 



CHAPTER 2 

CLASSICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD THEORY 

We consider a scalar, classical electromagnetic field with the 

interaction geometry in Figure 2 below. Angles 0 and 0' are assumed to 

be sufficiently small such that all waves propagate approximately in the 

z direction, although we relax this restriction later in the treatment in 

order to find a phase mismatch factor. 

Figure 2. Interaction geometry. The three scalar, classical 
electromagnetic fields have amplitudes A^, A2, and A3 and the frequencies 
vi, V2> and V3, respectively. Aj and A3, the signal and conjugate waves 
respectively, are weak relative to the pump wave A2. A3 arises within 
the medium from the interactions between A^, A2, and the medium. Angles 
0 and 0' are small. 

3 
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The waves are described by the electric field 

_3_ 

E(z,p,t) = exp(-ivnt) + c.c. 
n=l 

3 

= /L An(z)Un(z,p,t) + c.c., (1) 
n=l 

where the <fn(z,p) exp(-ivnt) are complex mode phasors that are factored 

into spatial/temporal mode functions Un(z,p,t) with rapid space and 

temporal variations, and amplitudes ^(z) that vary little in a 

wavelength. For Gaussian beams, these Un(z,p,t) are Her mite-Gaussian 

spatial mode functions multiplied by a temporal mode function 

Un(z,p,t) = exp(-p2/w0
2) expt-iCVnt-l^z)]. (2) 

We assume that all three waves have spatially identical Gaussian 

profiles. Note that p is assumed to be perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation and that the field is assumed to be rotationally symmetric. 

The field E(z,p,t) induces a polarization of the medium given by 

_3_ 

J^(z,p)Un(z,t) + c.c., 

n=l 
(3) 



where the complex polarizations .^(Zjp) vary little in a wavelength and 

u
n(z,t) = exp[-i(vnt-Knz)]. 

Starting with Maxwell's equations, we find the wave equation 

TxTxE = - i - i iif. (4) 
C 3tZ GQC atz 

In using the identity VxVxE = V(V*E) - the V(V*E) term is neglected 

in the standard methods of nonlinear optics, usually with E being a 

plane wave. Examining this for the case of a 1-mm diameter Gaussian 

beam, we find that V(V*E) is on the order of ir x 10^ smaller than V^E. 

Therefore, Eq. (4) indeed reduces to 

72E 1 d| + 1 . (5) 
C^ GQC 3t^ 

Fox and Li (1961) have shown that transverse variations in the field 

intensity vary little in optical wavelengths; hence we neglect x and y 

derivatives, changing our wave equation to 
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Substituting Eqs. (1) and (3) into the wave equation (6), 

neglecting second derivatives of the slowly varying quantities ^(z) and 

ag(z.p) as well as the first order time derivative of ̂  (the slowly 

varying envelope approximation), and projecting onto the temporal and 

Gaussian portions of the mode factor U^*(z,p,t), we have 

fa r 2ir 

dp exp(-p2/wo2) p d<Ji — 
T 

f T 

0 

dt exp(iv^t) 

•II, [" i dA^(z) 9 o 
—dz— exP(~P /w0 ) exp[iCKjjZ-v^jt)] 

f—l—n ̂ n(z,p) exptiCKjjZ-Vnt)] \ . 
n=l Le0c Jj 

(7) 

Carrying out the time integration of Eq. (7) results in all terms but two 

being of the form 

B exp i(Av)t^| sine (AV)T , 

where B represents various constants. These terms all disappear in 

steady state, leaving us the two terms proportional to exp(-iv^t). Thus 

we conclude that the projection onto the temporal mode factor exp(ivnt) 
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identifies the mode n terms in our wave equation solution. This differs 

from the typical spatial mode projections in laser theory. 

The two remaining terms comprise the signal (wave 1) self-

consistency equation 

dAx(z) 

dz 

KI 

- 1 TTZ 2e 
(8) 

where 

L̂(z) = p dp exp(-p2/WQ2) £^(z,p). 

Repeating the above projection for mode 3, we obtain the conjugate (wave 

3) self-consistency equation 

dA300 . K3 
—— = 1 lTa z>' (9 



CHAPTER 3 

QUANTUM MECHANICAL POLARIZATION 

The induced polarization P(z,p,t) can also be derived from 

quantum mechanics by the relation 

Kz.P.t) = £>Pab(z,P,t) + c.c., (10) 

where pâ  is the off-diagonal dipole matrix element of the population 

matrix and p is the electric dipole matrix element for the two-level 

transition. 

Setting Eq. (3) equal to Eq. (10), projecting both sides onto mode 

1, and dropping the c.c. terms (by the rotating wave approximation), we 

obtain 

a r 2ir r x 

dp p d<|> - dt 

o  J o  T  l o  
\ &n(z,p)Un(z,t) 

n=l 
U1*(z,p,t) 

a /• 2 IT 

dp 

T 

0 

p d<|> — 
T 

dt 9 Pab(z>P't)ul*(z'P't)' 

8 
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Noting that there is no <t> dependence and using Eq. (2) for U1*(z,p,t), we 

find 

;a 

0 

; t 
dp p — 

t 

\ a 
dt |-| .S»n(z,0) expl-ltVjjt-KjjZ)) 

L J 

X exp(-p2/wQ2) expliCvjt-Kj^z)] 

r a  

dp p — 
T» 

;T 

o 

d t P  p a b ( z , p , t ) u 1*(z,p,t). 

This reduces to 

*W> - |o dp p 
;T 

o 

dtp pab(z,p,t)U1*(z,p,t), (12)  

where the normalization constant 

NI dp p exp(-2p2/wo2), 

and where we note that we did not integrate over z as in most 

treatments of three-wave mixing. 
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The population matrix evolves in time under the influence of the 

perturbation energy which, by the rotating wave approximation, is given 

by 

3 

^ab^'P'1-) ~ ~ ~2 ^ ̂  <§ti(z,p) exp(-ivnt). (13) 
n=l 

Specifically, the population matrix elements have the equations of motion 

Pab " ~(ia)+y)pab + ̂  vab p̂aa~pbb^ <14) 

Paa ~ ^a ~ ̂ aPaa ~ Jjft ^ab^ba C,C,J (15) 

Pbb " *b " YbPbb + Jjf vabPba + C*C*J» <16) 

Since the mode frequencies are evenly spaced, we can Fourier analyze the 

nonlinear atomic response (Sargent, 1978). Thus we have 

pab(z,p,t) = N exp(-iv1t) pm+1 (z,p) exp(-imAt) (17) 

m 
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= N ^ najc(z,p) exp(ikAt), a = a or b (18) 'aa 
k 

Paa " Pbb = N dk ẑ»p) exp(ikAt), (19) 

k 

where A = V2-V^ = V3 - V2 and N = unsaturated population difference. 

Substitution of Eq. (17) into Eq. (12) with the assumption that N 

varies little over the Gaussian profile yields 

-
Nj x 

dp p f dt|exp(-iv1t) pm+i(z,p) exp(-dmAt)l 

0 JO L m J 

x  U 1*(z,p,t) 

r a T -

= dp p dtlexp(-ivjLt) JT Pm+i(z»p) exp(-lmAt) 
1 T  Jo  JO L m 

x exp(-p2/w02) exp[i(v1t-K1z)]. (20) 

Substituting Eqs. (17), (18), and (19) into the equations of motion 

(14), (15), and (16) and requiring that the signal and reflected waves not 
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saturate the response of the medium, we find that only coefficients dp, 

dfi> Pp P2> P3 are coupled. They can be solved as in Sargent (1978) and 

Fu and Sargent (1979) to yield the polarization components p^ and P3. Of 

the various components of pâ  in Eq. (17), only p^ contributes to 

Thus we carry out the integration for the temporal mode projection in 

Eq. (20) (using m=0) in the same way as for Eq. (7) 

From Eq. (14) in Fu and Sargent (1979), and assuming N is constant over 

the Gaussian profile, we obtain a formula for p^(z,p) that changes Eq. 

*<•> - If 
0 

dp p Pi(z,p) exp(-p2/wo2) exp(-iK]Z). (21) 

(21) to 

D^exp(-p2/wQ2)exp(-iK|Z) 

(Y/2MA)[l2p(D5+D1)̂ 1+Ĉ 22(D3*+D2)tr5] 
(22) 

l-KY/2MA)l2p(D5+D1) 

where 
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hp = I ¥ I2 T1T2 exp(-2p2/w0
2) 

= I2 exp(-2p2/w
0

2) 

£-0. = AnC21) expCiKjjZ) exp(-p2/WQ2) 

L = Y2 

n Y2-K<D-vn)2 

'̂ (A) = 2Tj (7̂  + l̂ ±l) 

T = - — + — 
1 2 Ya Yb 

T - 1 

f 2  "  7  

C = (|)2 t lT2 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 

To simplify the polarization component, Eq. (22), we define f^ = 

^A)(Y/2)(D1+D^), f2 = ̂ •(A)(Y/2)(D1+D^), and f^ = <^(A)( Y/ 2)(D2+D*), and 

replace I2p and the Sn by I2 exp(-2p2/w02) and expCiK^z) exp(p2/wg2), 

respectively: 

î(z) = 
iNg?< 
FIN I 

Di 
ra exp(-p2/wQ2) exp(-iKj,z) 

d . D  P  r \  o  

o l+I2L2exp(-2p2/w02) 

x A^ exp(iK^z) exp(-p2/wg'::) ~ exp(-3pz/wQZ) exp(iK^z) 

f 1I2A1+f 3C | A21 2A$ exp [i(2K2-K1-K3)z] 

1+f2I2 exp(-2p2/wQ2) 
(23) 

The phase mismatch .factor exp[i(2K2-K^-K0)z] in the last term can be 

evaluated for small angles 0 between K2 and as follows, where we 

assume that the three wave vectors are different enough to keep the 

factor nonzero. We first minimize the length of the vector 2K2-K^-K.3 

with respect to 0' of Fig. 2. This gives, to first order in 0 and 0', 0' § 

0/K3. 

14 



To order 02, this reduces K̂^-Kj-K ẑ to K.202z. Averaging 

'J 2 2 2 exp(iK20 z) over a wavelength gives sinir0 /ir0 } sine© . Let Bq = 

iNjp^Dj/fiNj, B^ = f B3 = ^3^ I^21 ̂ 3 sinc(®^)» ^13 = B1 b3> B2 ~ 

f2 I2' B4 = I2L2 

f a 
&\(z) = Bn dp p ——5-7 s— 

jo 1+b4 exp(-2p2/w0
2) 

T  9 / , ,  0 b13 exp(-4p2/wo2) 
x  j A x  exp(-2p2/wo2) ~ 9/l: s  

+̂B2 exP(~2P 0 ) 
(24) 

Letting u = exp(-2p2/wQ2) and ua = exp(-2a^/woz), we have -9a2/IJrt2^ 

du = —~ p exp(-2p2/wQ2) dp 
w 

dp p exp(-2p2/wQ2) = - —— du 

Carrying out the first integration, we find 

dp p exp(-2p2/wQ2) 
l+B^ exp(-2p2/wQ2) 
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B0 A1 

w-2 0 . "1 
4 du 1+B4U 

BQA^WQ2 I+B4 
In 

4B4 iU 1+B4ua" 
(25) 

Carrying out the second integration, we find 

_B fa dp p B13 exp(-4p2/WQ2) 

0 j (1+B4 exp(-2p2/w02))(l+B2 exp(-2p2/WQ2)) 

- —BqB!3 
u 

(1+B4U)(1+B2U) 

= + 
B0B13W0 
4(B4-B2) 

"j_ n ( 1+B4 \ , / 1+B2 ̂ 
B4 in\l+B4uJ B2 Xn\l+B2u4* 

(26) 

Adding Eqs. (25) and (26), we get 

= BqAIWQ2 / 1+B4 \ 
l( } 4B4 \1+B4ua/ 

BQ(B 1+B3)WQ" 

4(B4~B2) 
1 / 1+b4 \ 1 / 1+B2 \ 
B4 ln(l+B4uJ B2 ln(l+B2uaj 
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Separating the and Bj( Aj) terms, this reduces to 

l̂(z) = 
Bowo" 

1 A 

B,. 1 B4-B2 -m B I 
B2(B4-B2) In 

( 1+B2 
Vi+B2ua; 

B0W0 B3 
4(B4-B2) i ln(i^;)" ir2 ln( 

1+B 
2-V 

1+B2ua/ 

Replacing all the B^'s, we obtain 

*•> • (ifr D0 ^ 

" (l + ln(i+x2L2"a) 

f 1*2 / l+f2I2 \ "I 

f2I2 Î2L2~f 2I2^ ln \1+f212ua/J 

/iN&2 \ wo2f3C|A2|2A3Sinc02 

1/ 4(l2L2-f 2I2) 

TT~ ln I2L9 

( 1+I2L2 \ _ _1_ . /j£2f2_V 
\l+I2L2ua/ f2x2 n\1+f2I2ua/ 
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Reducing ^.(z), noting that Nj = Wq^(1-u 3)/4 and that C| A21 ̂  = l2> 

we have 

l̂(z) = 
iNg^Dj 

*(l-ua)I2 

"j_ /L2-f2"tfl\ -/ 1+I2L2 \ __L (J±_\ ln/_^2_V 

_l2 \ L2"f2 / \1+I2L2ua/ f2 \L2~f2/ \1+f2I2ua/_ 

iNj?2l)1f 3 

(̂l-ua)I2z(L2-f2) 
sine©' 

4 l n (  
l+I2L2 1 „ l+f2I2 

- In 
l+l2L2ua f2 1+f2I2ua 

a3- (27) 

A similar expression is found for ̂ (z) by interchanging the subscripts 1 

and 3 and replacing A by -A in the fn's. 

Substituting 3^(z) and ^(z) into the self-consistency equations 

(8) and (9), we find the propagation equations 

dAg 

dz •<*3a3 " ilc*Al (28) 

dA* 

dz 
ic & 

-a-^A^ + iicjA^. (29) 
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Identifying the coefficients and ic^ from the conjugate of Eq. (27) 

multiplied by the constant -iKj/2eQ from the conjugate of Eq. (8) 

* 
•ai 

iKj 

j iW2D! 1 L2-f2+f 1 / 1+i2l2 \ 

(h(l-ua)l2 [l2 L2-f2 \l+I2I-2Ua/ f 2 Ij2~f 2 
In 

/ 1"tf2I2 \ll 
Vl+f2l2Ua;jj 

This gives 

* 
al 

aQYDi 

Cl-ua)I2 

[j_ Ly-fltf! / 1-H2L2 \ 

[l2 LrfJ U+l2L2ua/ L2-fJ \l+f|l2uJj 
(30) 

where oq = gyhy). Similarly, 

IKI  
iK^ j iNg^jj^f ̂ sinc 6 2 

" 213 ̂ (l-ua)I2CL2-f2) 

• fe "GSg;) - i .-(tS®;® 

K1 = 
ia0Y^lf3 

(l-ua)I2(L2-f2) 
sinc0" 
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[ 1 i„ 1+i2l2 
X |_L2 l+I2L2ua 

1 , l-tf$l2 
__ in -r 
fj l+f 2^-2ua 

(31) 

03 and <3 are the same as and respectively, with 

subscripts 1 and 3 interchanged and A replaced by -A 

<X0YD3 
013 (l-ua)I2 

v [l 1+^2 \ 1 / f3 YJ ™*2 /OON 

l>2 L2-fI ll+I2L2»a/ f*2 {L2-f WW] 

* 
< 3  

L̂°tQTD3lA2l 2±* 

(l-ua)I22(L2-£2) 

Fx x smc0J 
J_ / 1+i2L2 \ _1_ / 1-tf 2t2 \ 

[L2 \l+I2L2ua/ " f*2 \ 1+f 2l5ua / 
(33) 

Note that the four parameters reduce to the plane wave case in the limit 

ua 1 and to the central tuning case in the limit -*• f 2« 

Solving the coupled propagation equations (28) and (29) with the 

boundary condition A^(0) = 0, we find the amplitude-reflection 

coefficient 

r = = A3(L) 

A*(0) 
•IK3L exp(-aL) 

sinh wL 
wL 1 

(34) 
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where 

a = 
* 

a3 al 

Qt = 
a 3-a* 

w = (a^iciK^)1/2, 

and we also find the amplitude-transmission coefficient 

t*. = A*(L) oL sinh wL 

' A}(0) 
exp(-aL)jj:osh wL + (35) 



CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

Equations (34) and (35) were solved numerically to yield the 

following figures. All of these figures have five curves, representing 

various truncations of a Gaussian wave, where the Gaussian was expressed 

normalized as exp(-rQ̂ ). The curves include the fully truncated (plane 

wave) case of TQ * 0 for which the saturation is uniform across the 

aperture i, and the effectively untruncated (full Gaussian wave) of rg 
m  

large. Between these two extremes are curves of intermediate 

truncations. 

Figure 3 shows the intensity reflectance (energy being coupled 

to wave 3 from wave 1, see Figure 1) versus signal detuning from line 

center for various truncations of the Gaussian beams. The effect of 

averaging increasingly larger amounts of the Gaussian profile 

(corresponding to smaller truncations of the Gaussians) into the 

calculations is to push the reflectance curve down. This agrees with 

the physical interpretation that by averaging in more unbleached medium, 

we dilute the strong coupling at beam center with weak coupling at the 

edges of the medium (where the tails of the Gaussians are located). 

Note that the difference in reflectance between a plane wave and any of 

the Gaussian waves is practically constant for the various AT2, making 

the effect approximately independent of signal detuning. 

22 
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1 

0 1  

. 0 0 1  
-4 - 2  0 2 4 

AT2 

Figure 3. Reflectance versus signal detuning. The ordinate is intensity 
reflectance for wave 3 (coupling of wave 1 into wave 3, see Figure 2), R 
= |r|^, where r is the amplitude reflection coefficient. The abscissa, 
AT2, is signal detuning from line center. The top curve is the fully 
truncated (plane wave) case of TQ = 0.001, the bottom curve is the 
untruncated (full Gaussian wave) case of rg = 2, and the intermediate 
curves are the sequential truncations Tq = 0.707, 1.0, and 1.41. 
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Figure 4 shows the reflectance plotted against the pump 

intensity ̂  There are three consequences of bringing in more and more 

Gaussian dependence: the peak reflectance is lower, takes higher pump 

intensities to attain, and drops off slower in the presence of 

overpumping. Physically this can be seen as the Gaussians reducing the 

average saturation of the medium by introducing more and more 

unsaturated medium at the Gaussian tails. This drives the saturation 

down at beam center (plane wave region), but is compensated by the 

saturable material still remaining at the edges. 

. 0 0 1  
10 1 1 

{ 2  

Figure 4. Reflectance versus pump intensity. The abscissa is pump 
intensity l£ and the leftmost curve is the fully truncated (plane wave) 
case, otherwise the same as Figure 3. 
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Figures 5 and 6 show the absorption coefficient for wave 1 

(energy being coupled away from wave 1 to wave 3) for the thin and thick, 

medium cases, respectively. This normalized coefficient is plotted 

against signal detuning, A'J^. In Figure 5, where aQL = 0.01, the normal 

plane wave curve shows two dips from the dynamic Stark effect. 

Increasingly Gaussian wavefronts wash out these dips by averaging in 

contributions with smaller Stark splitting. Note that the Gaussian wave 

peak is approximately three times higher than the plane wave peak, 

showing us that the medium in the former case has 1/3 the bleaching. 

Figure 6 is the thick medium case of oqL = 8.0. The central dip for the 

plane wave case (bottom curve) shows heavy bleaching of the medium at 

line center. As the Gaussian character of the wavefront is increased, 

the overall bleaching is reduced. For the full Gaussian wave, the 

bleaching at AT2 «/* 1 is reduced about 2 1/2 times, but at the line center 

it is reduced about 10 times. Note also that the propagation eliminates 

the central peak, and the side peaks are accentuated. It is even 

possible to acquire sharp resonances on the side peaks as discussed 

further in Hendow, Stuut, and Sargent (1982). 

Finally, consider a unidirectional ring cavity configuration in which 

the saturator wave is centrally tuned (\>2=o)). As discussed by Hendow 

and Sargent (1982) and others referenced therein, the sidemode amplitudes 

and phases become equal in this case, leading to a gain/absorption 

coefficient for their sum given by This coefficient determines 

the build-up of the sidemodes in a cavity, and is plotted in Figure 7 for 
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2 4 

Figure 5. Normalized absorption coefficient (thin medium). The ordinate, 
aeffL/ a 0 L, is a normalized absorption coefficient for wave 1 (energy 
being coupled away from wave 1 to wave 3, see Figure 2) where a

0 
= 

unsaturated absorption coefficient, aeff = the effective absorption 
coefficient, and L = interaction length. The abscissa, l1T2, is signal 
detuning from line center. The bottom curve is the fully truncated 
(plane wave) case of r

0 
= 0.01, the top curve is the untruncated (full 

Gaussian wave) case of r 0 = 16, and the intermediate curves are the 
sequential truncations of r

0 
= 0.707, 1.0, and 2.0. This is the thin 

medium case ( a 0 L = 0.0 1). The pump intensity 12 = 2. 
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Figure 6. Normalized absorption coefficient (thick medium). The thick 
medium case (a0 L = 8), otherwise identical to Figure 5. 
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Figure 7. Sidemode gain (absorption) in a laser (absorber) cavity for 
truncation radii r 0 =0 (plane wave - greatest negative area) 0.707, 1, 2, 
and 16 (essentially full Gaussian - has least negative area). 
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a number of Gaussian-beam truncation values. For the laser (inverted 

medium) case, the shoulders correspond to gain. If this gain exceeds the 

cavity losses, the sidemodes build-up, i.e., single-mode operation is 

unstable (for further discussion and numerous references to this 

problem, see Sargent (1982). The Gaussian beam pulls the peak gain in a 

bit, but does not decrease it, and therefore should not affect the 

observation of this single-mode laser instability. For an uninverted 

medium as found in absorptive optical bistability, gain occurs in the 

central region. As the truncation aperture is increased to produce the 

full Gaussian, we see that this gain region is severely reduced in width. 

Hence in contrast to the laser case, Gaussian beams should hinder the 

observation of absorptive optical bistability instabilities. 



TRANSVERSE EFFECTS IN THREE-WAVE MIXING 

Stephen Unko Stuut, M.S. 

The University of Arizona, 1983 

Director: Murray Sargent III 

The effects of Gaussian beam averaging with various apertures 

are derived for three-wave mixing in nonlinear two-level media. The 

model studies the phase transition from plane wave to pure Gaussian 

saturation. Applications to phase conjugation, beat frequency spec

troscopy, and laser/optical bistability instability phenomena are 

considered. The Gaussian beams are seen to reduce or wash out dynamic 

Stark splittings observed for plane-wave saturation. For strong 

saturation, the sidemode gain/absorption coefficient vs detuning yields 

slightly larger gain for the homogeneously-broadened laser instability, 

but substantially curtailed gain for the corresponding absorptive 

optical-bistability instability. 
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